
New at Legler: Colourful Toy Train Fun for Junior Train Conductors! 
 
Lightning-fast playtime fun for the young ones! With our three new Junior toy train play sets, even infants 

and toddlers can enjoy playing with wooden toy trains. The brightly coloured yet simple design and the 

accessory pieces which can be easily handled by children's hands are particularly appealing to young 

railroaders. The three sets contain various elements such as locomotives, a helicopter, a crane, a 

conductor, colourful rail pieces and a gear mechanism. And here's the special thing: the main focus here is 

not only on fun, but also on the devlopment of motor skills. With the included magnet connections, 

various accessory parts can be easily attached to each other for a success-oriented playing experience 

and many hours of playtime fun. All included rail pieces are also combinable with all other major toy train 

rail systems.    

 

Here are the three new toy train sets for young children which can be ideally combined with one another: 

 

11493 Junior Helicopter Wooden Toy Train 

Colourful toy train fun for the youngest ones! This 13-piece wooden toy train set is sure to impress young 

railroaders with its colourful rail elements, a locomotive and a helicopter. There's a landing pad for a safe 

landing, and the conductor regulates the train traffic. The rails are combinable with all other major toy 

train systems. 

Dimensions: Assembled rails approx. 35 x 27 x 11 cm, train engine approx. 6 x 2.5 x 5 cm 

Recommended minimum age: from 24 months 

 

11494 Junior Crane Wooden Toy Train 

Make way for the freight train! With this 16-piece wooden toy train set, the train must be safely guided 

under the crane, and then the magnetic cargo must be loaded and unloaded. And here's the great thing: 

the crane and the barrier are operated with a rotating gear mechanism, and the crane can only be 

operated when the barrier is blocking the track. 

Dimensions: Rails assembled approx. 43 x 43 x 15 cm; Train engine approx. 6 x 3 x 4.5 cm 

Recommended minimum age:  from 24 months 
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11495 Junior Wooden Toy Train 

Attention all train conductors! This wooden toy train for young children comes with two train wagons 

which can be docked to the brightly coloured train engine with magnets. Two transport goods complete 

the 5-piece play set, and integrated magnets make the cargo loading easier. The trip can begin! 

Dimensions: Train engine approx. 21 x 3 x 6 cm 

Recommended minimum age: from 24 months 

 

With the new "Junior" wooden toy train sets, even the youngest railroad artists aged 2 years and up can 

get their money's worth. Come discover more wooden toy train sets - also for older children - in our online 

shop and at our exhibition stand, stand number 048 in Hall 10.1, Aisle C. 
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